Abstract. We show that the higher rank lamplighter groups, or Diestel-Leader groups Γ d (q) for d ≥ 3, are graph automatic. As these are not automatic groups, this introduces a new family of graph automatic groups which are not automatic.
Introduction
Automatic groups were introduced in [7] by Cannon, Gilman, Epstein, Holt and Thurston, motivated by initial observations of Cannon and Thurston about hyperbolic groups and their geometry. Their goal was first to understand fundamental groups of compact 3-manifolds, and then to streamline computation in these groups. For example, if G is an automatic group, then its Dehn function is at most quadratic, the word problem can be solved in quadratic time, and the automatic structure can be used to reduce any word in the generating set to a normal form for that group element, also in quadratic time.
A finitely generated group G has an automatic structure with respect to a generating set S if there is a regular language of normal forms for elements of G, and, for each s ∈ S, a finite state automaton which recognizes multiplication by s. The class of automatic groups includes all finite groups, braid groups, Coxeter groups, hyperbolic groups and mapping class groups, among others. It is shown in [7] that if G has an automatic structure with respect to one generating set, then it has an automatic structure with respect to any generating set. All automatic groups are finitely presented, and there are geometric conditions which can be used to show that a set of normal forms constitutes the basis of an automatic structure. For a comprehensive introduction to automatic groups, see [7] , or for a shorter treatment, [9] , [11] or [14] .
It is unsatisfying that many groups which have nice algorithmic properties, including the properties listed above, are not automatic. For instance, a finitely generated nilpotent group is automatic if and only if it is virtually abelian. In [13] , Kharlampovich, Khoussainov, and Miasnikov extend the definition of an automatic group to a (Cayley) graph automatic group, in which the language of normal forms representing group elements is defined over a finite alphabet of symbols. If one takes the symbol alphabet to be the generating set for the group, then the definition of an automatic group is recovered. Graph automatic groups retain many of the computational advantages of automatic groups, and this enlarged class includes the solvable Baumslag-Solitar groups BS(1, n), the lamplighter groups Z n ≀ Z, the metabelian groups Z n ⋉ A Z for A ∈ SL n (Z), and all finitely generated groups of nilpotency class at most 2, among others. [13] It is shown in [2] that the non-solvable Baumslag-Solitar groups BS(m, n) are also graph automatic.
In this paper, prove the following theorem. The family of Diestel-Leader groups Γ d (q) for d ≥ 3, or higher rank lamplighter groups, was introduced formally in [1] by Bartholdi, Neuhauser and Woess. These groups are not automatic, as they are type F d−1 but not F d when d ≥ 3, and automatic groups are of type F P ∞ . These groups are defined explicitly in Section 2 below, and their metric properties are studied by the third author and Stein in [15] . Kevin Wortman has sketched a proof showing that arguments analogous to those of Gromov in [10] imply that the Dehn function of Γ d (q) is quadratic regardless of the values of d ≥ 3 and q. It was shown in [3] that when p is prime, Γ 3 (p) is a cocompact lattice in Sol 5 (F p ((t))), and its Dehn function is quadratic. The Dehn function of Γ 3 (m) is studied for any m in [12] where it is shown to be at most quartic.
The Cayley graph of the Diestel-Leader group Γ d (q), with respect to a certain generating set is a Diestel-Leader graph, a particular subset of a product of d infinite trees of valence q + 1. More general Diestel-Leader graphs were introduced in [4] as a potential answer to the question "Is any connected, locally finite, vertex transitive graph quasi-isometric to the Cayley graph of a finitely generated group?" The Diestel-Leader graph which is a subset of a product of two infinite trees of differing valence is not quasi-isometric to the Cayley graph of any finitely generated group, as shown by Eskin, Fisher and Whyte in [8] . The Cayley graph of the well-known lamplighter group L q = Γ 2 (q) = Z q ≀ Z, with respect to a natural generating set, is the Diestel-Leader graph contained in a product of two infinite trees of valence q + 1. In this sense we view the Diestel-Leader groups as a geometric higher rank generalization of the lamplighter groups.
Diestel-Leader Groups
We briefly introduce the Diestel-Leader groups Γ d (q) and their geometry, and refer the reader to [1] , [15] and [17] for a more comprehensive treatment. The Diestel-Leader graph DL d (q) is the subset of the product of d infinite regular trees T 1 , T 2 , · · · , T d , each with valence q + 1 and a height function h i : T i → R, consisting of the vertices for which the sum of the heights of the coordinates is equal to zero. Two vertices are connected by an edge if and only if they are identical in all but two coordinates, and in those two coordinates, say i and j, the entries differ by an edge in T i or T j .
Bartholdi, Neuhauser and Woess in [1] present a matrix group Γ d (q) with a particular generating set S d (q) so that the Cayley graph Γ(Γ d (q), S d (q)) is exactly the Diestel-Leader graph DL d (q). Their construction relies on the arithmetic condition that d − 1 < p for all prime divisors p of q. Specifically, let L q be a commutative ring of order q with multiplicative unit 1, and suppose L q contains distinct elements l 1 , . . . , l d−1 such that if d ≥ 3, their pairwise differences are invertible. In this paper, we additionally assume that l i is also invertible, for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. These conditions are easily satisfied, for example, in Z q for large enough q.
Define a ring of polynomials in the formal variables t and (t + l i ) −1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ d − 1 with finitely many nonzero coefficients lying in L q :
The Diestel-Leader group constructed in [1] is the group of affine matrices of the form
which has Cayley graph DL d (q) with respect to the generating set S d,q consisting of the matrices
We refer to a matrix of the form t + l i b 0 1 as a type 1 generator and a matrix of the form
Without loss of generality, we assume that in a type 2 generator, i < j.
which determine the upper left entry of g and a polynomial P ∈ R d (L q ). The identification between a group element and a vertex in the Diestel-Leader graph DL d (q) is based on this information as well, and is explicitly described in [1] as well as [16] , the extended version of [17] . Roughly, each tree is associated with one of the defining variables in R d (L q ), and vertices in that tree are assigned equivalence classes of polynomials in that variable. To find the coordinate in the tree T i corresponding to g ∈ Γ d (q) of the above form, we compute the Laurent polynomial
and consider only those terms of negative degree, or non positive degree when i = d. To show this is well defined we refer to the following lemma, proven in [17] . The proof relies on rewriting R as a Laurent polynomial in each of the possible variables.
where the l i ∈ L q are chosen so that l i − l j is invertible whenever i = j. Then Q can be written uniquely as
where While we will not explicitly use the identification between a group element and the corresponding vertex in the Cayley graph in this paper, we will use the Decomposition Lemma repeatedly. That is, for g ∈ Γ d (q) as in Equation (1), we will decompose a polynomial related to P using the Decomposition Lemma, and use the component polynomials as the basis of our graph automatic structure. In our analysis of the relationship between gs and g, for s ∈ S d (q), we expand the upper right entry of the product gs using the same techniques.
It is easily verified that the following combinatorial formulae allow us to rewrite polynomials in t + l r in terms of t + l s for i = j, and t −1 :
for any k ∈ Z. Moreover, when k is nonnegative, we write t k as a polynomial in t + l s as follows:
In the proofs below, we repeatedly use Equations (2) and (3) with a fixed value of r ∈ {1, 2, · · · , d−1} and k = −1 to rewrite (t + l r ) −1 in terms of t + l s or t −1 . In the first case, write
r,s . Notice that for fixed values of r and s, we have α n+1 = −C r,s α n . Similarly, we simplify Equation (3) with exponent −1 as
Denote the coefficients in the above sum as α ′ n = (−1) n−1 (l r ) n−1 , and note that α ′ n+1 = −l r α ′ n . We make one assumption about our Diestel-Leader groups to simplify notation throughout this paper. Namely we take L q = Z q and note that all our theorems hold for more general coefficient rings as well.
Graph Automatic Groups
Let G be a group with finite symmetric generating set X, and Λ a finite set of symbols. The number of symbols (letters) in a word u ∈ Λ * is denoted |u| Λ . We begin by defining a convolution of group elements, following [13] in our notation.
Definition 1 (convolution)
. Let Λ be a finite set of symbols, ⋄ a symbol not in Λ, and let L 1 , . . . , L k be a finite set of languages over Λ. Set Λ ⋄ = Λ∪{⋄}. Define the convolution of a tuple (w 1 , . . . , w k ) ∈ L 1 × · · · × L k to be the string ⊗(w 1 , . . . , w k ) of length max |w i | Λ over the alphabet (Λ ⋄ ) k as follows. The ith symbol of the string is    λ 1 . . .
where λ j is the ith letter of w j if i ≤ |w j | Λ and ⋄ otherwise. Then
We note that the convolution of regular languages is again a regular language.
As an example, if w 1 = abb, w 2 = bbb and w 3 = ba then
The definition of a graph automatic group extends that of an automatic group by allowing the normal forms for group elements to be defined over a finite alphabet of symbols. When this set of symbols is simply taken to be the set of group generators, the definition of an automatic group is recovered.
A set of normal forms for a group may additionally be quasi-geodesic, defined as follows.
for each u ∈ L, where ||u|| X is the length of a geodesic in X * for the group element represented by u.
The ||u|| X +1 in the definition allows for normal forms where the identity of the group is represented by a nonempty string of length at most D. We denote the image of u ∈ L under the bijection with G by u.
The following definition was introduced in [13] .
Definition 3 (graph automatic group). Let (G, X) be a group and finite symmetric generating set, and Λ a finite set of symbols. We say that
The language L x is often referred to as a multiplier language.
Any set of normal forms forming the basis of an automatic structure for a group G is automatically quasigeodesic. The proof of Lemma 8.2 of [13] contains the observation that graph automatic groups naturally possess a quasigeodesic normal form, and a proof is included in [5] . The existence of a quasigeodesic regular normal form in an automatic or graph automatic structure ensures that the word problem is solvable in quadratic time. While the Diestel-Leader groups are metabelian, and hence have solvable word problem, we note that it is a simple consequence of Theorem 9 of [15] , stated below as Theorem 6, that the set of normal forms defined in Section 4 is quasi-geodesic. We prove this in Section 4.
We conclude with two straightforward lemmas about convolutional languages which we will refer to in the verification of our graph automatic structure for Γ d (q).
Lemma 4 (Offset Lemma). Let A and B be regular languages, with
and B ′ any subset of ⊗(B, B) which is a regular language. Let Λ be any finite alphabet. Then
is a regular language.
The proof of Lemma 4 follows easily from the next lemma, whose proof is given in [18] .
Lemma 5. Let L be a regular language defined over a finite alphabet Λ. Then the set
forms a regular language.
A regular language of normal forms
We begin the construction of a graph automatic structure for Γ d (q) with a quasigeodesic normal form which is also a regular language. We present a short proof that our normal form language is quasigeodesic, as it follows nicely from the computation of the word metric for these groups given in [15] .
) and the polynomial R uniquely define g. However, g is also uniquely defined from the data m and the polynomial
and this forms the basis of the normal form we use for our regular language. Namely, using the Decomposition Lemma from [15] (Lemma 2) we can uniquely decompose R ′ as follows:
where R i for 1 ≤ i < d contains only terms in the formal variable t + l i of negative degree, and R d contains terms in the variable t −1 of nonpositive degree.
As concatenations of regular languages are regular, we define a prefix language and a suffix language for our normal form which are both regular, and whose union gives a regular language of normal forms for elements of Γ d (q). Let the prefix language P be defined over the alphabet {x, y, #}, and
, where ǫ i = x if m i > 0 and ǫ i = y if m i < 0; if m i = 0 we omit ǫ i . Note that the prefix corresponding to the identity is # d−2 . It is clear that P is a regular language.
We now encode the information contained in the polynomials R 1 , · · · , R d as a suffix language S over the alphabet {#,
If R i = 0, denote its minimal degree −δ i , for δ i ∈ N, and when i = d write
including a coefficient of 0 when (t + l i ) −n is not present in R i . When i = d we include a constant term in the polynomial expression. With the given indexing, we allow β i,1 = 0 but β i,δ i = 0. If R i = 0 then let δ i = 0 as well.
denote the the string of coefficients of R i , with S i = ∅ if R i = 0, the entry in the suffix language S corresponding to the tuple
We use the string # d−1 to denote the suffix string when
Let S be the union of all strings of the above form; it is clear that S is a regular language and hence the language of concatenations N = PS describes a regular language of normal forms for elements of Γ d (q). Elements of the normal form language N will be written as (p, s) for some p ∈ P and s ∈ S.
If u ∈ N , letū denote the corresponding element of Γ d (q), and if g ∈ Γ d (q) we let ν(g) denote the corresponding element of N , with π(g) and σ(g), respectively, denoting the prefix and suffix strings of ν(g).
In Theorem 7 below we show that this normal form language is quasigeodesic. We will use the following theorem from [15] which relates the word metric with respect to S d (q) with the product metric on the product of trees underlying the Diestel-Leader graph DL d (q). 
that is, the word length is quasi-isometric to the distance from the identity in the product metric on the product of trees.
The word metric in Γ d (q) is computed explicitly in [15] and we refer the reader to that paper for more explanation of the facts given below.
• As they represent distances in a tree, 0 ≤ u k and 0 ≤ v k for all k.
• In T k , the shortest path from o k to τ k has length u k + v k . This path necessarily looks either like an inverted vee, in which case the length of the "upward" portion has length u k and the "downward" portion has length v k , or u k = 0 and the path is a single segment of length
in Equation (1) 
• The defining conditions of the Diestel-Leader graph ensure that
Using this notation we define a projection from
We will use this projection in the proof of Theorem 7. Proof. Above we showed that N is a regular language; it remains to prove that it is quasigeodesic as well.
and u i and v i be as above. Then
The length of ν(g) is
where −δ i is the minimal degree of the polynomial R i defined above, the d − 2 and d − 1 summands correspond to the number of # symbols in the prefix or suffix string of the normal form, and the extra 1 reflects the fact that only R d has a constant term.
When computing the tree distance d T , u i is the minimal degree of LS i (R), if this degree is negative, and zero otherwise, as described in [16] . To determine ν(g) we compute
, and zero otherwise. The factor of (t + l i ) −m i in the above expression relates u i and δ i , namely,
where the last equality holds because
we make the comparisons:
from which it follows that N is a quasigeodesic regular language.
Multiplier languages
We now show that the multiplier languages L s , where s ∈ S d (q), arising from this normal form N are also regular. The multiplier language L s consists of convolutions ⊗(ν(g), ν(gs)) where g ∈ Γ d (q). It suffices to check that L s is regular when s has one of two forms:
with b ∈ Z q , as it is proven in [6] that L s is a regular language if and only if L s −1 is a regular language. The following theorem constructs the remainder of the graph automatic structure for
• a type 2 generator of the form
where
We prove Theorem 8 in several steps. First observe that the relationship between the prefix strings 
These conditions are easily checked with a finite state machine, and we conclude that for a fixed generator, the set of strings P s = {⊗(p 1 , p 2 )|p i ∈ P} satisfying the above conditions is a regular language, regardless of whether these prefix strings arise from g and gs.
The next step in the proof of Theorem 8 is to determine the relationship between σ(g) and σ(gs), and construct a finite state machine which recognizes this relationship between any two suffix strings. Beginning with a pair g, gs
is a string of elements of Z q . In Sections 6 and 7 we determine the algebraic relationship between the entries of S k and S ′ k , and build a finite state machine which recognizes this relationship. Namely, for a fixed generator s we first construct finite state automata which verify:
(1) for each n = i, that the strings σ(R n ) and σ(Q n ) differ in the appropriate manner. This step creates d − 1 finite state automata. (2) when n = i, that the first entry in σ(Q i ) relates to the remaining coefficients in σ(g) in the appropriate manner. This entry corresponds to the coefficient of (t + l i ) −1 in Q i . (3) when n = i that the remaining entries in σ(R i ) and σ(Q i ) differ in appropriate manner.
These finite state automata are combined to accept a regular language of convolutions satisfying all of the above conditions, which includes {⊗(σ(g), σ(gs))|g ∈ Γ d (q)}. Let M s denote the automaton which accepts this language.
In Lemmas 10 and 11 below we determine the relative lengths of S k and S ′ k arising in this way, when s is first a type 1 generator and then a type 2 generator.
} be the language of convolutions of all possible suffix strings arising from elements of Γ d (q). Generically, we view an element of N ′ s as follows. Let Φ n and Ψ n be strings of length η n and χ n , respectively, of symbols from the finite alphabet consisting of elements of
s . Without loss of generality, for n = i we assume (as these conditions can be verified with finite state automata) that the lengths η k and χ k agree with Lemma 10 if s is a type 1 generator and Lemma 11 if s is a type 2 generator. It is clear that N ′ s is a regular language. Using the finite state automaton M s constructed to accept convolutions of the form ⊗(σ(g), σ(gs)), we conclude that the subset N ′ s of N ′ s of convolutions which are accepted by M s is also a regular language. In this language, Φ n and Ψ n have the same relationship as if they arose from σ(g) and σ(gs), respectively. Define N s to be the language of concatenations P s N ′ s . The following proposition follows immediately.
Proposition 9. The language of concatenations
To conclude the proof of Theorem 8 we show in Section 7 that N s = L s .
Construction of automata I
Let s be either a type 1 or type 2 generator, so values of i and possibly j are fixed. In this section we determine the relationship between the coefficients of R n and Q n arising from σ(g) and σ(gs), respectively, when n = i and construct automata which recognize this relationship.
6.1. Analysis of coefficients for type 1 generators. Consider pairs ⊗(ν(g), ν(gs)) where s is a type 1 generator of the form
Using the Decomposition Lemma (Lemma 2), write
where the latter decomposition into polynomials Q k is also obtained via the Decomposition Lemma. We now use Laurent polynomials to describe the exact relationship between R n and Q n and show that any differences between them can be detected by a finite state machine. Namely, we compute the Laurent polynomial LS n of the left hand side of Equation (8) and consider the terms of negative degree, which form Q n for n = d, and when n = d the terms of nonpositive degree, which form Q d .
First note that LS
and when n = i we see from Equations (5) and (6) that LS n (b(t + l i ) −1 ) contains no terms of negative degree when n = i, d and no terms of nonpositive degree when n = d. Thus b(t + l i ) −1 will add a term to Q i but no other Q n for n = i.
Assume that i is fixed, since it derives from the generator s. When k = n, d we see that when (t + l i ) −1 R k is rewritten as an expression in t + l n there are no terms of negative degree. Hence this polynomial contributes no terms to Q n . To see this, recall that above we wrote
where −δ j is the minimal degree of R k , and hence a generic term from (t + l i ) −1 R k has the form β(t + l i ) −1 (t + l k ) −m for some β ∈ Z q and m ∈ N. We rewrite this in terms of t + l n using Equations (2) and (5) as
where the ξ x and α y are the coefficients computed in Equations (2) and (5), and note that there are no terms of negative degree.
When k = d, the above argument holds with t + l k replaced by t −1 and any application of Equation (2) replaced by Equation (4).
Thus it must be the case that the terms of LS n ((t+l i ) −1 R n ) of negative degree form the polynomial Q n . If R n = 0 then Q n = 0 as well. First consider the case n = i, d. Write
and it follows that
where the α r are computed in Equation (5).
To simplify notation in the following argument, write
where β i ∈ Z q and δ n = 0, β δn = 0.
We see that multiplying R n by each term in the infinite sum produces a pattern in the resulting coefficients. As we multiply R n successively by each term in the infinite sum above, we keep track of the resulting coefficients of the terms of negative degree of Q n in Table 6 .1. Figure 1 . As the multiplication in Equation (9) is carried out, like terms are grouped together and we keep track of the resulting coefficients of the terms of negative degree in this table. Each coefficient γ k of (t + l n ) −k in Q n is the sum of the coefficients in its column.
Now compute the coefficient γ k of (t + l n ) −k in Q n by summing the entries of the appropriate column of Table 6 .1:
, and γ δn = C n,i β δn since α 0 = C n,i . Recall that C n,i = (l i − l n ) −1 and hence is invertible. As i is fixed by our choice of generator, we shorten C n,i to C n for the remainder of the paper.
Notice that for k < δ n − 1 it follows from Equation (10) that
and hence
We will use the expression of γ k+1 in terms of γ k to construct a finite state machine which recognizes the relationship between the coefficients of R n and Q n . It follows from this equation that a pair (β k , γ k ) of coefficients of (t + l n ) −k in R n and Q n , respectively, determine the unique coefficient
If we take n = d and replace any instance of Equation (5) with Equation (6), and Equation (2) with Equation (3), we can make an analogous argument. In this case, R d and Q d include a constant term. We also rely on the fact that α ′ k and α ′ k+1 , the coefficients in Equation (5), are related in the same way as α k and α k+1 , the coefficients in Equation (2) . In this argument we use the assumption that the l j are chosen to be invertible. We include a few details for completeness.
When n = d, write (11)
where β i ∈ Z q and β δ d = 0. We construct a table analogous to Table 6 .1, and obtain coefficients
As when n < d, recall that α ′ s+1 = −l i α ′ s and these coefficients have the following relationship:
Notice that unlike the case of n = i, d, the coefficient γ k+1 depends both on γ k and β k+1 . This will create different transition functions in the finite state machine constructed below when n = d.
A proof of the following lemma is contained in the above exposition when n = i; it is proven through repeated application of Equations (2), (3), and (4) to the expression in Equation (8) . The case n = i is verified in Section 7. We state it for easy reference. (7) and (8), we see that: 
Lemma 10. Fix a type 1 generator s, and let g ∈ Γ d (q). Using the decompositions above in Equations
(1) if n = i, d
Analysis of coefficients for type 2 generators.
We now perform the same analysis on the coefficients of the polynomials which determine σ(g) and σ(gs) when s is a type 2 generator of the
Apply the Decomposition Lemma to write Π
where the last line is obtained by applying the Decomposition Lemma to the original polynomial expression. We must compute Q k and show in Section 6.3 that its relationship to R k can be verified by a finite state machine.
When s is a type 2 generator, then the values of i < j and b are fixed: 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d − 1 and b ∈ Z q . Recall that C n = (l i − l n ) −1 and let D n = l j − l n for the fixed values of i and j.
First note that when n = i, d, we can write
where α k is computed in Equation (5) . As this expression has no terms of negative degree, we do not need to consider b(t+l i ) −1 when computing Q n for n = i, d. When n = d we use Equation (6) in place of Equation (5) Rewrite (t + l i ) −1 (t + l j ) as an expression in the variable t + l n for n = i, j, d as (14)
where σ 0 = C n D n , for x > 1, we have σ x = D n α x + α x−1 and α x is computed as in Equation (5). Since α x+1 = −C n α x , it follows that for x ≥ 1 we have σ x+1 = −C n σ x .
When n = j the above expression simplifies to
When n = d we obtain (16)
r where τ 0 = 1 and for x > 0 we have
For the remainder of this section, we assume n = i. Now we compute LS n ((t + l i ) −1 (t + l j )R k ) and show that when k = n there are no terms of negative (resp. nonpositive when n = d) degree, and hence the terms of Q n are exactly the terms of LS n ((t + l i ) −1 (t + l j )R n ) of negative (resp. nonpositive) degree.
A generic term in (t + l i ) −1 (t + l j )R k has the form (t + l i ) −1 (t + l j )ξ(t + l k ) −e , with ξ ∈ Z q and e ∈ N. When n = i, j, d and k = d, (2), (14) and (15) are used to obtain these expressions, neither of which contains any terms of negative degree in the variable t + l n .
When n = i, j, d and k = d we expand a generic term of (t + l i ) −1 (t + l j )R d as (17) LS n ((t + l i )
e r (−l n ) e−r (t + l n ) r which has no terms of negative degree. In the equation above, σ x is defined in Equation (14), ξ ∈ Z q is the coefficient of (t −1 ) −e in R d , and e ∈ N. Thus Q n is comprised of the terms of LS n ((t + l i ) −1 (t + l j )R n ) of negative degree.
When n = d, we use Equations (3) and (6) in place of Equations (2) and (5), and Equation (16) to obtain the expression
y and since e ≥ 1, this has no terms of nonpositive degree. Thus the terms of Q d are exactly the terms of
Our computations now mimic those in Section 6.1 when n = i. When additionally n = j, d, write
where σ x is defined in Equation (14), and create a chart analogous to Figure 6 .1. This yields the following formula for the coefficients γ r in Q n :
where σ x is defined in Equation (14) and σ 0 = C n D n . Recall that for x > 1 we have σ x+1 = −C n σ x . Hence, as in the case of type 1 generators, we see that γ r = −C n γ r+1 + σ 0 β r = −C n γ r+1 + C n D n β r .
When n = j, we begin with Equation (15) and write
from which we construct a chart for the coefficients of Q j and determine that
Reasoning analogous to previous cases yields
When n = d, replace instances of Equations (2) and (5) with Equations (3) and (6) to see that Q d is the sum of the terms of
To compute this, we write
l j , from which it follows that σ ′ x+1 = (−l i )σ x . Hence when we compute the coefficients γ r of Q d we see that the relationship is identical to the case of type 1 generators. The difference between type 1 and type 2 generators when n = d is that the minimal degree of the expression in Equation (19) is the same as the minimal degree of R d . This is because the expression for (t + l i ) −1 (t + l j ) written in terms of t −1 has a constant term, which is not the case when (t + l i ) −1 is written in terms of t −1 . Explicitly, we compute that
which is identical to the expression in Equation (12) for type 1 generators except that the index begins at 0. Computations then yield
We now state the following lemma, whose proof for n = i is contained in the verification of the above expressions. The case n = i is verified in Section 7.
Lemma 11. Fix a type 2 generator s, and let g ∈ Γ d (q). Using the decompositions above in Equations (7) and (8), we see that:
(1) if n = i, j then the minimal degree of R n is the same as the minimal degree of Q n .
(2) if n = i then the minimal degree of Q i is one less than the minimal degree of R i . (3) if n = j then the minimal degree of Q j is one greater than the minimal degree of R j .
6.3.
Construction of automata when n = i. We now construct, for each 1 ≤ n ≤ d, n = i, and ǫ ∈ {1, 2} a finite state machine M n,ǫ which accepts the convolution ⊗(σ(R n ), σ(Q n )). The value of ǫ indicates whether s is a type 1 or type 2 generator. That is, the machine accepts strings of the form
β δn γ δn except when (ǫ = 1 and n = d) or (ǫ = 2 and n = j) and in those two cases, strings of the form
where the relationship between the β x and γ x is explicitly described in the previous two sections. If R n = 0 it follows that Q n = 0 as well, and we adapt the machines to accept this pair as well.
For each n = i construct a finite state machine M n,ǫ as follows.
(1) Create states T σ,τ for all σ, τ ∈ Z q , and for a given pair (σ, τ ): (a) when n = d and (i) ǫ = 1, compute the least residue γ of −C −1 n τ + σ(mod q). (ii) ǫ = 2 and n = j, compute the least residue γ of −C −1 n τ + D n σ(mod q). For each β ∈ Z q , add a transition arrow from T σ,τ with label β γ to state T β,γ . (b) when ǫ = 2 and n = j, for each β ∈ Z q , compute the least residue γ of −C −1 n τ + β and add a transition arrow from T σ,τ with label (2) Add a start state with q 2 transition edges, with labels β γ for all β, γ ∈ Z q . The edge with label β γ terminates at T β,γ . Allow the start state to be an accept state so that the empty pair R n = Q n = 0 is accepted. Any word accepted by M n,ǫ corresponds to two nonempty strings β 1 β 2 · · · β k and γ 1 γ 2 · · · γ η (for η = k or k − 1) where the coefficients differ according to Equation (10) or (18) . Thus M n,ǫ accepts the language of convolutions of the form ⊗(σ(R n ), σ(Q n )), n = i, where R n and Q n arise from g and gs, respectively.
We now construct a machine M ǫ which accepts ⊗(σ(g), σ(h)) if for each 1 ≤ n ≤ d, n = i, the n-th substring in the convolution ⊗(σ(g), σ(h)) is related in the manner proscribed by M n,ǫ . Recall from Lemmas 10 and 11 that for
This list describes the offset in ⊗(σ(g), σ(h)) between the strings σ(R n ) on the top line of the convolution and σ(Q n ) on the bottom line of the convolution when a finite state machine reads ⊗(σ(g), σ(gs)). If ǫ = 1 then for n > i the strings σ(R n ) and σ(Q n ) are offset by 1 as the convolution ⊗(σ(g), σ(gs)) is read. If ǫ = 2 then for i < k ≤ j the strings σ(R k ) and σ(Q k ) are offset by 1, and for k > j they are aligned, and hence read simultaneously.
Let Φ n and Ψ n be (possibly empty) strings of length η n ≥ 0 and χ n ≥ 0 of symbols from the finite alphabet consisting of elements of Z q , for 1 ≤ n ≤ d. Let K ǫ be the language of convolutions of the form
where for n = i we assume without loss of generality (as these conditions can be verified with finite state automata) that the lengths η k and χ k agree with Lemma 10 if ǫ = 1 and Lemma 11 if ǫ = 2. We view the two strings in the convolution as arising from σ(g) and σ(h) for some g, h ∈ Γ d (q). It is clear that K ǫ is a regular language. We want to show that the subset
Let K ǫ consist of strings of the same form as those in K ǫ with the condition that η i = χ i , that is, the strings Φ i and Ψ i have the same length. We impose no other conditions on the remaining strings Φ n and Ψ n . When ǫ = 1, this language is accepted by the machine M ′ 1 constructed as follows. It then follows from Lemma 4 that K ′ 1 is a regular language. This is exactly the language of convolutions ⊗(σ(g), σ(h)) where all but the i-th substrings have the same relationship as if h = gs where s is a type 1 generator.
When ǫ = 2 we assume that in K 2 the strings Φ i and Ψ i have the same length, as do the strings Φ j and Ψ j . We construct M 2 as above, with one modification. Introduce a state S j which replaces M j,2 analogous to S i above. The resulting machine accepts convolutions where all but the i-th and j-th substrings differ in the proscribed manner for a type 2 generator. The language accepted by this machine is regular, and it follows from Lemma 4 that K ′ 2 , in which |Ψ i | = |Φ i |+1 and |Ψ j | = |Φ j |−1, is a regular language. Create a simple finite state machine which additionally verifies that Φ j and Ψ j have the relationship given by M j,2 . We then conclude that the language of convolutions K 2 of the form ⊗(σ(g), σ(h)) where all but the i-th substrings have the same relationship as if h = gs where s is a type 2 generator, is a regular language.
Construction of Automata II
We now determine the relationship between the coefficients of R i and Q i arising from σ(g) and σ(gs), where i is fixed by the choice of generator s. The coefficient of (t + l i ) −1 in Q i is given by a complicated sum, and we construct a separate automaton simply to that this coefficient is correct. A second automaton is constructed to verify the relationship between the remaining coefficients of R i and Q i . 7.1. Analysis of coefficients for type 1 generators. Suppose that σ(g) and σ(gs) are as above, where s is a type 1 generator. First we compute the coefficient of (t + l i ) −1 in Q i , beginning with the expression in Equation (8) . We compute this coefficient as a running sum, which we refer to as a partial sum σ, as each term in each R n for n = i will contribute a term to the final sum which becomes the coefficient of (t + l i ) −1 in Q i .
First note that the b(t + l i ) −1 term in Equation (8) will contribute b to the partial sum σ which will become the coefficient of the (t + l i ) −1 term in Q i . Additionally, (t + l i ) −1 R i only contains terms of degree at most −2 and hence does not contribute any terms to σ.
We now compute the contribution to σ from a generic term in (t + l i ) −1 R n for n = i; when n = d as well, such a term has the form (t + l i ) −1 ξ(t + l n ) −e where ξ ∈ Z q and e ∈ N. Using Equation (2) or Equation (4) (when n = d) we see that
which has a single term of negative degree, namely ξχ 0 (t+l i ) −1 . Here, χ k is the coefficient computed in Equation (2) and χ 0 = C e n . When n = d we obtain an analogous equation with χ 0 computed as in Equation (4), in which case χ 0 = (−l i ) e . So each term of R n contributes its constant term (when expanded in the variable t + l i ) to the sum σ. As above, write
when n = d, and when n = d,
As we are only interested in the terms in the above sum when r = 0, we see that the coefficient of (t + l i ) −1 in Q i must be
where the values of b and i are determined by the original generator s.
Next, we ignore the coefficient of (t + l i ) −1 and then the above reasoning shows that the terms of Q i of degree at most −2 are given by the terms of
and notice that the coefficients of R i are shifted over to form the coefficients of Q i of degree at most −2. The minimal degree of Q i is −(δ i + 1) with coefficient β i,δ i = 0. Thus we are comparing strings of coefficients of the form
where ξ ∈ Z q can be any element, since we are not concerned in this step with the relationship between the coefficient of (t + l i ) −1 in R i and Q i .
7.2. Construction of finite state machines for type 1 generators when n = i. Consider again the language K 1 defined in Section 6; this is the language of all possible strings ⊗(σ(g), σ(h)) for g, h ∈ Γ d (q). These strings have the form Φ 1 #Φ 2 # · · · #Φ d and Ψ 1 #Ψ 2 # · · · #Ψ d , respectively, where each Φ k and Ψ k is a string of elements of Z q , and we assume without loss of generality that the lengths of the corresponding substrings are related as in Lemma 10. In this section, we must show that the subset H 1 of K 1 in which the first entry of Ψ i relates to the entire string Φ 1 #Φ 2 # · · · #Φ d as specified in Equation (22), and then the subset H 2 of strings where the remaining entries of Φ i and Ψ i differ as in Equation (23), are regular languages. Their intersection is then a regular language H in which Φ i and Ψ i differ as in ⊗(σ(g), σ(gs)) where s is a type 1 generator.
We first construct a machine M H,1 which accepts exactly the set H 1 . This machine stores a partial sum which is augmented as each pair β γ is read from ⊗(σ(g), σ(h)) ∈ K 1 , although only the value of β increases the sum. To accept a string, this value is compared against the first entry in Ψ i ⊂ σ(h). As the machine has no memory, these values are stored implicitly in the indexing of the states and the transition functions.
For each value of n with 1 ≤ n ≤ d, n = i, consider the cycle C n = {C n , C 2 n , C 3 n · · · , C kn n = 1} of length k n where all values are taken mod q, and C n is defined in Section 4. Create a set of q 2 k n states of the form T α,e,σ where α, σ ∈ Z q , e ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · , k n }, where
• α stores the coefficient of the term of R n that we are reading (denoted β n,j above), • e is the exponent of C n in the cycle C n , and • σ is the partial sum of the coefficient of (t + l i ) −1 in Q i .
From state T α,e,σ , for each β ∈ Z q and γ ∈ Z q ∪ {#}, compute σ ′ to be the least residue of σ + βC e+1 n (mod q) (resp. σ + β(−l i ) e+1 when n = d) and introduce a transition labeled β γ to T β,e+1,σ ′ . To streamline notation, we always assume that the second coordinate in the state index is reduced mod k n , and the third index is reduced mod q. Denote the resulting machine N n ; note that this step creates d − 1 distinct finite state automata. Note that we have not added any start or accept states to this machine yet.
To create the composite machine M H,1 , begin with a start state with q 2 transition arrows emanating from it, with labels β γ for all β, γ ∈ Z q . The arrow with label of N c+1 , for each pair β, γ ∈ Z q . As we pass from N c to N c+1 in this way we are transitioning from reading the coefficients of R c to the coefficients of R c+1 and the information we must retain in terms of the state indexing is the partial sum σ. for a ∈ Z q ∪ {#} and b ∈ Z q . Next, create q copies of N i+1 , which we denote N i+1,p for p ∈ Z q . No transitions will be introduced between copies of N i+1,p and N i+1,p ′ for p = p ′ . From state S i,σ,ψ i,1 , add a transition arrow with label β # to the state T β,1,σ+βC i of N i+1,ψ i,1 . The lack of transitions between the N i,p retains the value of ψ i,1 .
Create q copies of N r for i + 2 ≤ r ≤ d which we index by N r,p for p ∈ Z q , and corresponding transition states S r,p as above. Mimic the transitions between machines as above, with two changes. To connect the machines N r,p and N r+1,p via the intermediate states S k,p :
• replace any transition with label To finish the construction of the machine M H,1 which accepts the language H 1 , we must verify that the final sum σ is exactly the coefficient ψ i,1 . To accomplish this, in N d,p designate only T α,e,p as an accept state.
It follows directly from Lemma 5 that the language of convolutions of strings ⊗(σ(g), σ(h)) for which all but the initial coefficients in Φ i and Ψ i are related as in Equation (23) form a regular language H 2 . Let H = H 1 ∩ H 2 ; then H is the language of those convolutions where Φ i and Ψ i are related as in ⊗(σ(g), σ(gs)) where s is a type 1 generator. Hence N ′ s = K 1 ∩ H is a regular language which contains all convolutions of the form ⊗(σ(g), σ(gs)) where s is a type 1 generator.
7.3. Analysis of coefficients for type 2 generators. We now mimic the analysis of the coefficients of σ(R i ) and σ(Q i ) where R i and Q i arise from σ(g) and σ(gs) and s is a type 2 generator. Recall that we must convert
to a Laurent polynomial in the variable t + l i . As before, the coefficient of (t + l i ) −1 in Q i will be computed as a running sum σ, of which b will be a summand.
Note that (t + l i ) −1 (t + l j ) = 1 + (l j − l i )(t + l i ) −1 and the initial 1 creates the difference between the case when s is a type 1 generator, and this case. In particular, when we compute (t + l i ) −1 (t + l j )R i we see that
We notice immediately that this Laurent polynomial contributes its initial coefficient, β i,1 to the coefficient σ of (t + l i ) −1 in Q i , which is not the case when s is a type 1 generator.
We now compute the contribution to σ from a generic term in (1 + (l j − l i )(t + l i ) −1 )R n for n = i, d, which is of the form (1 + (l j − l i )(t + l i ) −1 )ξ(t + l n ) −e , for ξ ∈ Z q . Using Equation (2) we see that
in which the coefficient of (t + l i ) −1 is (l j − l i )ξχ 0 = (l j − l i )ξC e n . As this differs from the case when s is a type 1 generator only by a constant, namely l j − l i , we see that the identical analysis applies to computing the contribution to σ from (1 + (l j − l i )(t + l i ) −1 )R n when n = i, d. When n = d, we use Equation (4) instead of Equation (2) to obtain
from this we see that each term of this form contributes (l i − l j )ξ(−l i ) e to the sum σ, and the constant term β d,0 contributes (l j − l i )β d,0 to this sum.
Thus the coefficient of (t
where the values of i, j and b are determined by the original generator s. This expression is very close to the one in Equation (22): there are two initial terms instead of one, and the summation is multiplied by a constant. The automaton constructed in Section 7.2 is easily adapted to account for these minor changes in the sum, and we obtain the same conclusions as in Section 7.1 but for type 2 generators.
It now follows that the terms of Q i of degree at most −2 are given by the terms of
for τ x defined in Equation (24). Letting D i = l j − l i we create a simple automaton which accepts strings of the form: Thus we have shown that the set of all convolutions ⊗(σ(g), σ(h)) for which the initial coefficients in Φ i and Ψ i are related as in Equation (25) form a regular language, as do the set of convolutions ⊗(σ(g), σ(h)) for which all but the initial coefficients in Φ i and Ψ i are related as in Equation (26). Thus the intersection of these languages is a regular language H. As when s was a type 1 generator, we conclude that N ′ s ∩ H is a regular language which contains all convolutions of the form ⊗(σ(g), σ(gs)) where s.
Regardless of whether s is a type 1 or type 2 generator, to complete the proof of Theorem 8 we must show that if N s = P s N ′ s , then L s = N s , where L s is the multiplier language for the generator s. It is clear that K 2 ⊂ N s . We now prove the reverse inclusion.
Let ⊗(p 1 , p 2 ) ∈ P s and
Suppose that g (resp. h) in Γ d (q) has π(g) = p 1 (resp. π(h) = p 2 ) and σ(g) = Φ 1 #Φ 2 # · · · #Φ d (resp. σ(h) = Ψ 1 #Ψ 2 # · · · #Ψ d ). We will show that h = gs.
We can write g and h in matrix form, where the entries of p 1 and p 2 , respectively, determine the exponents in the upper left entry of each matrix. Let p 1 = (m 1 , m 2 , · · · , m d−1 ) and p 2 = (n 1 , n 2 , · · · , n d−1 ). We know that these strings differ in the manner proscribed by P s which corresponds to multiplication by s. The upper right entry of the matrix representing g is then Π d−1 n=1 (t + l n ) mn (Φ 1 + Φ 2 + · · · + Φ d ). We construct an analogous polynomial using p 2 and the Ψ n for the upper right entry in h. Now consider the matrix for the element gs. Since ⊗(p 1 , p 2 ) ∈ P s , we must have π(gs) = (n 1 , n 2 , · · · , n d ) = π(h). If the polynomial in the upper right entry of gs is denoted P , use the Decomposition Lemma to write Π d−1 k=1 (t + l k )
−n k P = P 1 + P 2 + · · · + P d .
In order to show that h = gs, we must verify that the polynomial entries are also the same. To see this, first note that the values of the δ n are encoded in the lengths of the substrings of σ(g), σ(h) and σ(gs), and hence we know that the minimal degrees of the Q n (arising from h) and P n (arising from gs) are identical for all n.
Suppose that s is a type 1 generator, and n = i, d. We will show that Q n = P n . From Table 6 .1 we see that the value of β δn in R n determines the coefficient of the minimal degree term in both Q n and P n , since both ⊗(g, h) and ⊗(g, gs) are accepted strings. Hence the coefficient of minimal degree in these two polynomials is identical. The following equations determine the coefficients of the polynomials P n for n = i in increasing order of degree, namely
−l i γ k+1 + α ′ 1 β k+1 if n = d and hence the remaining coefficients of both Q n and P n are determined by the coefficients of R n and the coefficients of higher degree in each polynomial, which are identical. Thus these two polynomials are identical. This reasoning can be adapted both to the case n = d and to type 2 generators using the following formulae from Section 6.2.
It remains to verify that Q i = P i . When s is a type 1 generator, the coefficients of the terms of degree less than −1 in both Q i and P i are simply a translate of the coefficients of R i , hence identical. When s is a type 2 generator, the coefficients of the terms of degree less than −1 in both Q i and P i are uniquely determined by the coefficients of R i , and hence identical. Regardless of the type of generator, Equations (22) and (25) demonstrate that the initial coefficient of P i and Q i only depends on the entries of σ(g) and hence must be identical. Hence h = gs and it follows that N s = L s . This finishes the proof of Theorem 8 that the multiplier languages are regular for each generator s ∈ S d,q , and we conclude that Γ d (q) is graph automatic.
